
DIFFERENCES THAT DELIVER 
FLEXIBLE SEARCH 
Lexis Advance® gives you better options so you search the way you want every time. Here’s how:

Red Search Box
Starting entering text in the red search box and Lexis 
Advance automatically determines what you want, e.g.:

• Natural-language or terms & connectors search
• Source to search or review, even from a partial title
• Full-text authority

Plus get suggestions—legal phrases and concepts for 
your search as well as valid citations and names for 
thousands of cases and popular statutes. It’s like having 
an exclusive legal dictionary at your fingertips.
 

Pre & Post Search Filters
Choose what you’d like to search easily by selecting 
any number of jurisdictions, content categories and/or 
practice areas. Or search all Lexis Advance content and 
narrow your results by selecting documents from  
specific sources, jurisdictions, time frames, with  
specific key words and more. Add and remove these  
filters, in any order, as many as you want. And easily 
search within your result set.   
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For more differences that deliver, contact your LexisNexis® account representative,  
call LexisNexis® Customer Support at 800.543.6862 or visit lexisnexis.com/advance. 

Lexis® Web
Search the Web as you search Lexis Advance with the 
same natural-language search, but without irrelevant 
non-legal Web clutter. Exclusive Lexis Web searches only 
sites vetted by LexisNexis® attorney editors. Save search-
es and lots of time sifting out questionable websites.

Browse Topics
Select a legal topic and review more relevant resources 
that help you understand every facet. No search request 
needed. Go directly to cases; statutes; briefs, pleadings & 
motions; treatises, even legal news and more.
   

Browse Sources 
View sources, even with a partial source title, and easily 
select what you need. View an alphabetical list of all 
available sources, or filter by category type (e.g., forms), 
jurisdiction, practice area or publisher.

Lexis Advance® Practice Pages
Visit one page for your go-to practice area or jurisdictional 
sources. Find the on-point statutes and case law sources, 
the most noted authorities, the trusted industry news you 
can’t find elsewhere. Make one your start page, and begin 
your research even faster. 

Comprehensive and consistent: the 
power of Lexis Advance search 
What makes Lexis Advance searching different? We mine 
our vast collection including news, dockets and the open 
Web with one search. And your search results are  
consistent – whether you apply filters to your natural 
language search before or after you click search, you’ll get 
the same results.


